Computational Models of Cell Cycle Transitions.
The cell cycle is one of the best understood cellular processes in biology. Many of the key interactions occurring throughout the cell cycle have already been identified. This feature makes the system ideally suited for modelers who can use all the available interaction knowledge to build a systems level model of the underlying molecular regulatory network. This model can serve to identify gaps in our knowledge and to test theoretical assumptions or constrain the space of possible solutions. The cell cycle is a repetitive chain of events that goes through several checkpoints. Thus, the cell cycle can be studied under the perspective of an oscillator with checkpoints built into it, or as a series of switch-like transitions that goes from one state to another, converging on a closed loop. We shall discuss that latter position and present a framework for building and analyzing differential equation models of switch-like behavior. We shall then apply and review diverse models for each of the cell cycle transitions and discuss how multiple switches are combined in the cell cycle to create fast and robust transitions.